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Abstract: We present a loss-coupled distributed feedback microlaser, monolithically grown on
a standard 300-mm Si wafer using nano-ridge engineering. The cavity is formed by integrating a
metallic grating on top of the nano-ridge. This allows forming a laser cavity without etching
the III-V material, avoiding damaged interfaces and the associated carrier loss. Simulations,
supported by experimental characterisation of the modal gain of the nano-ridge devices, predict an
optimal duty cycle for the grating of ∼0.4, providing a good trade-off between coupling strength
and cavity loss for the lasing mode. The model was experimentally verified by characterising the
lasing threshold and external efficiency of devices exhibiting gratings with varying duty cycle.
The high modal gain and low threshold obtained prove the excellent quality of the epitaxial
material. Furthermore, the low loss metal grating might provide a future route to electrical
injection and efficient heat dissipation of these nanoscale devices.
© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

Silicon photonics is considered to be one of the key technology platforms in meeting the future
requirements of power-efficient and high-density interconnects but the lack of an efficient and
cost-efficient light source directly integrated with the platform remains a bottleneck. Si, as an
indirect-bandgap semiconductor, is a poor light emitter. Direct-bandgap semiconductors such
as GaAs and InP on the other hand, have proven to be highly efficient in light generation but
their integration on Si remains a huge challenge, given the large lattice mismatch between silicon
(aSi = 5.431 Å) and most direct bandgap III–V compounds(from 5.6 Å to 6.5 Å). Often there
is also a large difference in thermal expansion coefficients. To bypass these issues, integration
approaches based on wafer bonding [1–4] and transfer printing [5–7] have been developed.
Nevertheless, the direct epitaxial growth of III-V materials, is widely believed to be the ultimate
solution towards cost-effective laser integration on the silicon photonics platform. Therefore,
several groups have developed novel epitaxial processes providing high quality III-V materials
directly grown on silicon substrates [8–11]. In one group of approaches, confined growth in a
trench or V-groove is used to suppress defects. This allows to reduce the thickness of the required
buffer layer considerably, providing prospects for coupling light with waveguides defined on the
same substrate. Several groups of demonstrated lasing under optical pumping in such devices
[12,13]. Thus far, the nano-scale dimensions of these devices are a potential hinder to electrical
pumping in terms of efficient light emission, as the closely positioned metal contacts would
result in unacceptable modal loss. Therefore, in this paper, we report a partly loss-coupled
(PLC) distributed feedback (DFB) nano-ridge laser, which does provide a route towards electrical
injection of these nanoscale lasers.
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The reported PLC DFB nano-ridge laser is monolithically grown on a standard 300-mm Si
wafer through aspect ratio trapping and nanoridge engineering [14]. The detailed heteroepitaxy
process [15] and material characterisation [16] were described elsewhere, and in [17] we proposed
an approach to interface these nano-ridge devices with silicon waveguides. In initial work, we
also showed lasing from devices with an etched grating forming a λ/4 phase-shift DFB cavity
[13] defined on top.
In this paper, starting from this work, we measure for the first time the modal gain of the
nano-ridge material, using the variable stripe length (VSL) method, thereby providing a systematic
understanding of the material relevant for future device design and application. Starting from
this study we then designed PLC DFB lasers with a metal grating forming the DFB cavity. By
carefully selecting the duty cycle of the metal grating, the modal loss of the lasing mode is
reduced to 23 dB/cm (compared to >300dB/cm for a continuous metal contact). This design
provides a good trade-off between the coupling strength provided by the grating and the cavity
loss of the lasing mode. The PLC DFB nano-ridge shows single-mode lasing under optical
pumping, with the measured threshold vs. duty cycle curve showing a good fit with our analytical
model. Compared to an etched grating, the metallic grating cavity allows to avoid material
damage and related carrier loss induced by the etching process, but also has the potential to serve
as a pathway for electrical pumping the device in the future.
2.

Laser design

Figure 1(a) shows a SEM image of the nano-ridge array. The height and width of the nano-ridge
are measured to be 600 nm and 460 nm respectively. These dimensions are controlled through
optimizing the growth conditions, and chosen such that the nanoridge can support a low-loss
mode strongly confined in the InGaAs QWs. This is also obvious from Fig. 1(b), which shows
the optical field distribution of the TE-like ground mode ETE (x, y) of the nano-ridge calculated
by a finite difference eigenmode (FDE) solver. This TE mode exhibits the highest confinement
in the QWs among all optical modes with ΓQW = 9.3% and a negligible Si leakage loss of
αleak <5 dB/cm. More details on the nano-ridge geometry can be found in [13].

Fig. 1. (a) SEM image of the nano-ridge cross-section. (b) The lowest order TE-like optical
mode ETE (x, y) calculated by a finite difference eigenmode (FDE) solver. The three QW
regions are outlined by black lines. (c) Schematic diagram of the nano-ridge DFB device
with metallic grating on top.

To allow for electrical injection, a metallic top contact is required. A standard top contact,
covering the full nanoridge, would lead to unacceptably high losses, inhibiting laser operation.
E.g. for a continuous gold top contact (thickness hAu = 40 nm) the calculated modal loss for the
lowest order TE mode is as high as αTE (x, y) = 74cm−1 (320 dB/cm).
Therefore we propose the alternative configuration illustrated in Fig. 1(c). A periodic metallic
grating with period Λ on the top of the nano-ridge reduces the metal-induced loss while at the
same time providing sufficient feedback to form a DFB cavity. Given the complex refractive
index of Au (nAu = 0.242 − i6.704) introduces changes both in the real and imaginary part
of the effective refractive index of the TE-like ground mode ETE (x, y), the resulting cavity is
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partly index-coupled and partly loss-coupled, hence we call the device a "PLC-DFB-laser". For
a standard, fully index-coupled DFB cavity, there are two resonant modes, related to the two
first-order Bloch modes. The two Bloch modes form a standing-wave pattern in the cavity, with
identical period but a half-period shift from each other [18], as shown in Fig. 2(a). In a pure
index-coupled DFB cavity, high side-mode-suppression-ratio (SMSR) lasing can be achieved
by creating an extra phase shift inside the cavity or applying reflection coatings at the facet. A
partly loss-coupled (PLC) cavity on the other hand has an inherent mode selection mechanism.
The electrical field of the Bloch mode centered in the metal part "feels" more loss compared
to the one centered in the dielectric part, and will be strongly suppressed. Simulation results
(Fig. 2(a), duty cycle 0.5) show that the low-loss Bloch mode EBL (x, y, z) overlaps considerably
less with the Au-grating than the high-loss Bloch mode EBH (x, y, z). Calculations show that
the confinement factor (CF) in the gold layer of EBL (x, y, z) is indeed about ten times lower
than that for EBH (x, y, z), which implies also the mode loss is ten times smaller. Consequently,
EBL (x, y, z) having substantially lower loss will win the mode competition ensuring single-mode
laser operation without need for a λ/4 shift section or facet coating.

Fig. 2. (a) The refractive index profile and the field distribution of the two first-order Bloch
modes along the PLC-DFB. On top the high-loss mode EBH , below the low-loss mode EBL .
(b) Calculated coupling strength and loss of a metallic grating with length of 300 µm as a
function of grating duty cycle. (c) Top-view SEM images of PLC-DFB lasers with measured
grating duty cycle DC=0.17, 0.26, 0.37, 0.46 respectively.

The optical loss of mode EBL (x, y, z) can be reduced further by lowering the duty cycle ΛΛAu
(ΛAu the width of the Au sections within one period), yet doing so the grating strength is also
weakened, reducing the coupling between the forward and backward lasing modes in the DFB
cavity. Therefore the duty cycle of the metallic gratings has to be carefully designed, to reach a
good trade-off between the cavity loss felt by the lasing mode and the coupling strength provided
by the periodically patterned metallic layer [19]. Hence calculation of the cavity loss and coupling
strength (κL) versus the grating duty cycle is needed.
First, we optimised the period of the grating to ensure overlap of its bandgap with the nanoridge
gain spectrum centred around 1020 nm [13], using a commercial FDTD solver [20]. For a duty
cycle of 0.5, we found Λ = 164 nm as the optimal grating period. Fixing the grating period and
varying the duty cycle, we can now calculate the loss of the cavity mode EBL (x, y, z) as:
αBL = ΓAu (x, y, z) · αAu ,

(1)

where ΓAu (x, y, z) is the 3D-confinement factor of the cavity mode in Au and αAu the loss of Au at
the resonant wavelength 1020 nm with αAu = 8.18 × 105 cm−1 . The confinement factor ΓAu is
found from:
∫ ΛAu ∫ h+∆hAu ∫ wAu /2
|EBL (x, y, z)| 2 dxdydz
0
h
−wAu /2
∭
ΓAu (x, y, z) =
,
(2)
|EBL (x, y, z)| 2 dxdydz
where WAu is the width of the Au grating, i.e. the width of the nano-ridge. The calculated mode
loss αBL as a function of duty cycle ΛΛAu is plotted in Fig. 2(b). As expected, αBL increases with
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duty cycle and dramatically raises when ΛΛAu >0.5, where the metal starts to occupy the majority
of the nano-ridge surface.
For a DFB cavity, the total coupling strength κL is the product of the coupling coefficient κ and
the length of the cavity L. In our case, L is fixed at 300 µm, restricted by the size of the pump
spot. The coupling coefficient κ is a function of duty cycle ΛΛAu and the modulation depth ∆ε,
and can be approximated as
k2 sin(π ΛΛAu )
κ= 0
∆εΓAu (x, y)
(3)
2β
π
assuming a rectangular grating pattern [19,21]. Note that ΓAu (x, y) is the 2D-confinement of the
transversal mode ETE (x, y) in the 40 nm thick Au layer and is different from the 3D-confinement
factor ΓAu (x, y, z) defined above. The other parameters in this equation are k0 = 2π
λ0 , the free-space
wave vector, and β = neff k0 , the propagation constant of mode ETE (x, y), ∆ε = εAu − εair =
(nAu + ikAu )2 − (nair + ikair )2 = 45.88 − i3.244. Because the real part of ε is much larger than its
imaginary part, we will ignore the imaginary part and let ∆ε ≈ 45.88 when calculating κ and the
laser threshold Ith below. The calculated coupling strength κL as a function of duty cycle ΛΛAu
is plotted in Fig. 2(b). κL is a sinusoidal function of the duty cycle, which first increases and
then reaches a maximum when ΛΛAu = 0.5 as expected. For ΛΛAu >0.5 the modulation becomes less
efficient again, resulting in a decrease of κL.
It is straightforward to speculate that the lowest laser threshold is held by a grating duty cycle
no more than 0.5, as both the cavity loss and the coupling strength deteriorate for a duty cycle
larger than 0.5. To calculate the optical threshold gain gth , the calculated cavity loss αBL and
coupling coefficient κ and cavity length L can be plugged in the expression [22]:
|κ| 2
ei2qL = 1,
(q + ∆β)2
where

gth − αBL
∆β = κ − i
,
2
√︂
q = ∆β2 − |κ| 2 .

(4)

(5)
(6)

These are applicable for a DFB laser without end facet reflection and with κ a real value. As
already mentioned, the imaginary part of κ is ignored for simplicity. As for facet reflection,
although the gratings continue beyond the pump region, it is considered negligible because
outside the PLC cavity the absorption length is calculated to be ∼ 7 µm while the cavity length is
300 µm.
3.

Optical gain characterization

After having calculated the required modal gain at threshold gth in Section 2., now the threshold
pump intensity Ith can be estimated if the relation gm (I) describing the modal gain vs. pump
intensity I is known. More importantly, the optical modal gain is recognized to be a significant
parameter in evaluating the crystalline quality of the material. Nevertheless, there are only very
few reports on the characterisation of the optical gain of III-V materials epitaxially grown on
Silicon. Therefore, to get a more comprehensive understanding of the InGaAs/GaAs nano-ridge
material, its optical gain is characterized using a variable stripe length (VSL) method [23,24].
This method allows extracting the optical gain of the GaAs nano-ridges over a wide range of
pumping conditions.
The measurement setup, schematically shown in Fig. 3(a), consists of a Nd:YAG nanosecond
pulsed laser (7 ns pulse width, 938 Hz repetition rate, 532 nm wavelength) pumping the nanoridges from the top. A variable rectangular slit inserted in the beam path allows to control
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the length of the pumped region from 10 to 200 µm. The pump intensity is controlled by a
combination of a polarizer and a rotating half-wave plate (HWP). The signal is collected from
a cleaved facet of the nano-ridge through a lensed fiber connected to an optical powermeter.
The raw experimental data is the emission power as a function of the pump length at different
pump intensities. For a given pump intensity, the measured signal is dominated by spontaneous
emission (SE) for short pump lengths and then overtaken by amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) with increasing pump length. The signal saturates when further increasing the pump
length. The pump-length-dependent emission can be described by the following equation [24]:
gm · L = α(Is − Ib ) + ln [β(Is − Ib ) + 1].

(7)

with gm the net modal gain, L the pump length, Is the collected signal through the powermeter, Ib
the background signal, α describing the gain saturation process and β a parameter related to the
spontaneous emission. By fitting the experimental data using this equation, the modal gain gm
can be extracted. Through repeating this procedure for all pump intensities, the pump-intensitydependent modal gain can be obtained, as plotted in Fig. 3(b). The compressively strained QWs
are expected to strongly favor TE-polarised emission [25]. Taking into account that the TE-like
ground mode ETE (x, y) has the smallest leakage loss and the highest confinement ΓQW (x, y) in the
QWs, it is believed to be the dominant optical mode. The net modal gain gm = ΓQW (x, y) · g − αi
not only incorporates the modal gain g but also the intrinsic nano-ridge loss αi originating
e.g. from leakage into the Si substrate and scattering. Therefore with gm ≈ 460 cm−1 at
300 kW/cm2 , the material gain g can be estimated to be above 5000 cm−1 , which is comparable
with conventional GaAs material. To obtain an analytical expression for the net modal gain (gm )
vs. pump intensity (I), the experimental data is fitted with the expression [26] gm (I) = g0 · ln(I/I0 ),
with fit parameters g0 = 123.0 cm−1 , I0 = 8.7 kW/cm2 . This relation is plotted in Fig. 3(b) as
the dashed red line.

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic diagram of the setup used for characterisation of the optical gain. A
variable length of the nano-ridge is pumped while the ASE is picked up from the edge facet.
(b) Modal gain of the InGaAs/GaAs nano-ridges at different pump intensity levels. Black
squared dots are the data extracted from the VSL experiment at different pump intensities
while the red dashed line is the fit to the experimental data.

Having calculated the cavity optical loss αBL and the coupling strength κL, and having the
relation gm (I) experimentally obtained, the expected threshold pump intensity Ith as a function of
the grating duty cycle can be derived by substituting these parameters into Eqs. (4) to 7. The
result, depicted in Fig. 5(c) with triangular symbols, shows there is an optimal duty cycle at
around 0.4 where the metal grating provides sufficiently strong coupling while only introducing a
relative weak loss to the cavity mode, resulting in the lowest threshold intensity.
4.

Device fabrication and characterization

To verify the theoretical calculations experimentally, we have fabricated a series of PLC-DFB
devices with the duty cycle ΛΛAu of the metallic grating varying from 0.2 to 0.6 with an interval of
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0.1 to cover the estimated optimal value. The physical length of the gratings is 600 µm, however,
the effective cavity length is determined by the optical excitation window, which is L = 300 µm.
In addition, 20 µm away from the DFB laser cavity, a 50-period second-order grating is defined to
couple light out vertically for characterization of the devices on a standard µ-PL setup. Following
the epitaxial growth of the GaAs/InGaAs nano-ridges, only a single electron-beam lithography
and lift-off step is required to define the grating consisting of a 5 nm/40 nm Ti/Au metal stack on
top of the nano-ridges. The Ti layer is added to improve Au adhesion and considered to have
negligible impact on the laser performance due to its thin thickness. A positive electron-beam
photoresist (AR-P 6200) was used, which results in negative sidewalls, helping with the lift-off of
the Au layer even when the very thin electron-beam photoresist (∼ 200 nm) makes the process
challenging.
Figure 2(c) shows top-view SEMs of the fabricated devices with the duty cycle ΛAu designed
to vary from 0.2 to 0.5 (the sample with duty cycle 0.6 is not shown). The actually measured
duty cycles were 0.17, 0.26, 0.37, 0.47 respectively, with the 0.02-0.03 reduction in duty cycle
attributed to overexposure.
The fabricated devices are characterized on a µ-PL setup with a Nd:YAG nanosecond pulsed
laser pumping the devices from the top. A rectangular aperture is used to limit the pump spot
to an area of 3 µm × 300 µm, covering a single DFB device and maximally excluding adjacent
nano-ridges, which have no gratings on top. The pump intensity is controlled by the combination
of a polarizer and a rotating half-wave plate (HWP) added in the setup. The measured signal
is the diffraction from the second-order-grating coupler, collected by a monochromator with a
resolution of 2 nm. A chopper and a lock-in amplifier are used to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio.
Figure 4(a) shows the measured spectra of a PLC-DFB device with metallic grating duty
cycle of 0.37 pumped at different intensities. When the optical pump power is 9 kW/cm2 (just
below threshold), a broad spectrum centered around 1030 nm with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 60 nm is observed. As the pump power increases to 12 kW/cm2 , a peak starts to
appear in the spectrum at 1024 nm. Further increase of the pump power to 76 kW/cm2 (∼ 6 × Ith )
makes the peak clearer. Finally, at a pump intensity of 417 kW/cm2 the single peak becomes
very distinct reaching around 15 dB above the background. It is believed that the measurement
itself suppresses the peak to background ratio of the laser. On the one hand, the peak amplitude
is weakened because the second-order grating coupler introduces massive absorption on the
lasing wavelength. On the other hand, the background is elevated as the measured signal might
also include the PL-signal of two to three as-grown nano-ridges given the fact that they are only
∼ 500 nm apart from the DFB device and the pump slit is 3 µm wide at least. Figure 4(b) plots
the measured light-in light-out curve (L-L curve) both on a logarithmic and on a linear scale
(Fig. 4(b) insert). The output power was integrated over a wavelength range of ∼ 5 nm centered
at the 1024 nm peak. The distinct single lasing peak and the clear change in the slope of the
L-L curve are strong indicators of single-mode laser operation. The threshold is derived to be
∼ 10 kW/cm2 (at an estimated carrier density of 1.69 × 1018 /cm3 ), which is even slightly lower
than the values obtained for nano-ridge lasers with etched gratings fabricated from the same
material [13]. We believe this can be attributed to surface damage introduced by the etching
process.
All PLC-DFB devices with duty cycle from 0.2-0.6 showed laser operation. Figure 5(a) displays
the lasing spectra of the five devices under a pump intensity of 417 kW/cm2 . Theoretically, the
wavelength should remain almost constant for PLC-DFB lasers with the same grating period,
regardless of the duty cycle, as the real part of the cavity mode effective refractive index neff is
hardly influenced. Experimentally we find the lasing wavelength varies slightly, we find it to be
1018 nm, 1020 nm, 1024 nm, 1022 nm, 1018 nm for the devices with duty cycle 0.17, 0.26,0.37,
0.46, 0.57 respectively. This discrepancy seems reasonable given the small uncertainty ∆neffb
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Fig. 4. (a) The spectra of a PLC-DFB laser with grating duty cycle 0.37 under different
pump intensities. (b) The Light-in Light-out curve of the same laser at its lasing peak
1024 nm on logarithmic scale. Insert shows the same data plotted in linear scale.

originating from slight variations in the nano-ridge dimensions during the epitaxy process and
the limited resolution of the measurement (2 nm).

Fig. 5. (a) Spectra of PLC-DFB lasers with grating duty cycle of 0.17, 0.26, 0.37, 0.46,
0.57 respectively, all under 417 kW/cm2 excitation. (b) The light-in light-out curves for the
same devices. The markers indicate the experimental data, the lines are fitted using Eq. (8).
(c) Calibrated experimental threshold Ical−th , calculated threshold and peak power of the
lasers as a function of grating duty cycle.

The light-in-light-out curves for five devices with different duty cycle are shown in Fig. 5(b)
with the dots denoting the experimental data and the dashed lines a fit to the linear part of the
curves using:
hvout
Iout = ηd
(I − Ith )
(8)
hvin
with ηd the differential quantum efficiency, vin and vout the frequency of the pump and lasing
light respectively, Ith the threshold pump intensity, I the pump intensity and Iout the laser output.
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Due to the absorption of the pump in the metal grating, the pump efficiency ηpump decreases with
duty cycle. It is simulated to be 0.87, 0.84, 0.79, 0.73, 0.67 for duty cycle 0.17, 0.26, 0.37, 0.46,
0.57 respectively. The fitted experimental Ith of the lasers is then calibrated (denoted as Ical−th
with Ical−th = Ith × ηpump ) with the pump efficiency. This calibrated experimental threshold Ical−th
is shown in Fig. 5(c) together with the calculated Ith and the measured peak power, as function of
the duty cycle.
The calibrated experimental Ical−th exhibits a minimal value between duty cycle 0.37 to 0.46,
which well matches the calculation of Ith with the minimum around duty cycle 0.46. The figure
also shows the threshold and peak power exhibit an opposite trend, which means the high-loss
and/or low-cavity-coupling-strength devices tend to lose more photons from the cavity and require
stronger excitation to lase. However, the value of Ical−th is lower than the calculated Ith . The
small discrepancy between the experimental and calculated results can be attributed to several
reasons. In the calculation of the threshold, the partly loss-coupled cavity was simplified to an
index-coupled DFB without facet reflection. Neglecting the loss coupling and the facet reflection
simplified the calculation but increases the calculated threshold value. Further, the experimental
modal gain is extracted by assuming the pump intensity distribution is uniform. However, the
profile of the pump beam is actually Gaussian-like in the VSL measurement, such that the optical
gain could be underestimated.
5.

Conclusion

In this paper we report the first single-mode, partly loss-coupled DFB InGaAs/GaAs multi-QW
nano-ridge lasers monolithically grown on a standard 300-mm Si wafer. Optimising the design
of the PLC-DFB cavity allowed to find a favorable trade-off between the cavity loss and the
coupling strength introduced by the metallic grating on top of the nano-ridges. Experimentally
characterising the optical gain of the as-grown nano-ridges not only demonstrated the high quality
of the material but also allowed to develop a model to optimise the devices for lowest threshold.
Using a simple processing, we then fabricated PLC-DFB nano-ridge lasers with differing duty
cycles. All of them showed single-mode lasing. As expected from the calculations, the device
with grating duty cycle 0.4 exhibited the lowest threshold (and the highest output power). These
results confirm again the high quality of the III-V nano-ridge grown on Si and provide a first
feasibility test for the electrical injection of the nano-ridge lasers through patterned metallic
structures on top of the nanoscale waveguide. Facilitating this will require the incorporation of
a pin-junction in the nano-ridge however. In addition, the metal contacts might be critical for
dissipation of heat generated in the narrow nano-ridge structures during operation.
Finally, although the current emission wavelength around 1020 nm is compatible with coupling
to SiN waveguides, a next step is obviously to widen the range of achievable emission wavelengths
particularly to the O band (1260 − 1360 nm), e.g. by the growth of InAs quantum dots or by
increasing the In content in the QW. The ultimate goal is the demonstration of low-cost, electrically
driven lasers monolithically integrated with a standard silicon photonics platform using waferscale
processes.
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